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Fluorescent microarrays exploit fluorescent labeled targets bound to immobilized biomolecular
probes. Their signal-to-noise ratio is limited by the collection aperture in common confocal
geometries. Taking advantage of a very high rejection filter deposited onto a silicon arrayed detector
�coupled-charge device or complementary metal-oxide semiconductor�, it is demonstrated that
a highly compact lens-free assay with photon collection of order unity operates with a 30-fold
improvement over a conventional �substrate � free-space optics� scheme. Through analysis
of improvements over the present demonstrator, a single molecule per pixel sensitivity is
predicted. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2767209�

For biomolecular sensors, the quest for ultimate sensitiv-
ity, miniaturization, and low cost are major driving forces.
Among sensing technologies, fluorescence is the key tech-
nique for ultimate sensitivity with its single molecule detec-
tion capability. It is widely used in microarrays1 probing
thousands of “spots” that reveal deoxyribonucleic-acid
�DNA�-related information �notably differential genetic ex-
pression�, making accuracy and high sensitivity key de-
mands. Fluorescence techniques, however, tend to require
bulky readers, for example confocal microscopes associated
with mechanical scanning.

It has been recognized that direct imaging obtained by
spotting directly on an image sensor brings both compact-
ness and high collection efficiency.2–6 However, the first
demonstrations relied on radioactive arrays2,3 or on
bioluminescence4,5 where the exciting light rejection is not
an issue. More recent realisations involved a sensor and a
multilayered dielectric filter on an a-Si photodetector6 or
with a CdS filter on a Si detector.7 Other schemes integrated
microarray, light source, and specific detector,8,9 but they led
to large amounts of stray light, and low sensitivity.10 In con-
trast with the previous works based on dedicated image sen-
sors, we show that a detection based on fluorescently labeled
species directly deposited on a filter, itself directly deposited
on a standard, commercial solid-state imager achieves im-
pressive improvements in sensitivity �30 times� over usual
imaging systems along with webcam camera compacity. Ex-
perimental threshold detection of quantum-dot labeled
probes is found at around 10 dots/�m2 areal density not yet
at the detection limit. The analysis indicates guidelines for a
sensitivity of 1 fluorophore/10 �m2 pixel, taking into ac-
count rejection of excitation light, absorption cross section of
the fluorophore, bleaching sensitivity �number of photons
emitted per fluorescent label before it is destroyed�, and array

readout noise. This study can also be used to estimate the
allowed amount of filter autofluorescence.

Our scheme for ultrasensitive detection is sketched in
Fig. 1�a�. A high-rejection wavelength selective filter lies di-
rectly on an arrayed detector, here of the charge-coupled de-
vice �CCD� type. Fluorophore-labeled species are spotted di-
rectly onto the filter, photoexcited by an impinging beam.
Their fluorescence at �emi is detected through the filter. This
is at variance with the free-space optics scheme �Fig. 1�b��,
where collection occurs through lenses and the rejection
�“emission”� filter lies on the optical path.

In the data reported here we use commercial CCD cam-
eras �either Kodak KAF 1602-NE or e2v TH-7899M�. Simi-
lar results were obtained on low-cost complementary metal-
oxide semiconductor �CMOS� webcam cameras. The
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FIG. 1. Schematics of �a� the direct-imaging integrated microarray sensor
and �b� of the free-space imaging system it replaces.
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selective filter is directly spin coated on the finished camera,
and then annealed, or is lifted off from a glass substrate and
transferred to the camera. It consists of a polyimide layer
doped with a chromium-based dye �typical thicknesses are
6 �m and dye concentration is 50% in volume in the poly-
mer solution�, leading to a transmission coefficient lower
than �10–6 at �exc and a 60% transmission at �emi. Increas-
ing the filter thickness to still improve exciting light rejection
is of no help as the residual filter fluorescence is also in the
10−6 range. We either use fluorescent dyes �Cy3™� or quan-
tum dots �QDs� as fluorophores, the latter being preferred
here because of their larger absorption cross section and
larger Stokes shift. Since the selective filter used has a non-
abrupt absorption edge, a larger Stokes shift provides a better
compromise between excitation absorption and fluorescence
transmission. Thus, using QD emission at �emi=800 nm �QD
800 from QD Corporation� and �exc=532 nm result in a re-
jection ratio of ratio of 106 for QDs �in the following, this
includes filter fluorescence�, while for Cy3 excitation at
532 nm and emission at �600 nm, the filter yields a rejec-
tion of a few 104. This favors QDs inasmuch as they do not
introduce other drawbacks.11

Figure 2 shows a comparison of signals obtained either
from Cy3 labeled oligonucleotides spotted filter on glass im-
aged through a classic optical system �numerical aperture
�NA�=0.5� on the Kodak CCD ��a� and �b�� or through a
direct imaging after the film and spots have been transferred
on the same imager ��a� and �c��. These images display two
remarkable features. �i� The direct imaging shows that there
is no crosstalk between spots. This is a basic benefit of the
low thickness �6 �m here�. It also discards crosstalk arising
through guided modes in the filter or other layers atop. �ii�
The quantitative analysis of the direct image �Fig. 2�c��
shows that the fluorescence signal is roughly 30 times larger
than that obtained in the free-space imaging system. This is
attributed to the difference in collection efficiency. While it
is typically only 2% in the imaging system �fraction of light
emitted into air, collected fraction, transmission of filter and
optics�, it reaches 60% in the direct imaging mode �very high
emitted fraction into the layers and silicon due to their higher
index, almost unity collected fraction, only diminished by
reflection at the dielectric silicon interface and by filter trans-

mission�. Inhomogeneities in the direct image are due to the
variations in absorbing film thickness.

Other experiments were performed on the e2v CCD
camera where the film was spun on directly, and where hy-
bridization was carried out after functionalizing the surface
with amino silanes in the gas phase and spotting 25-mer
oligonucleotides. The CCD was placed in a special hybrid-
ization chamber. Hybridization results were very similar to
those obtained with standard glass slides.

On the same camera, we evaluated the sensitivity of the
sensor. Spots with a diameter of 250 �m, i.e., a surface S
�6�104 �m2, were obtained from 1 nl droplets with vari-
able QDs concentrations �QD 800� down to C=4 nM. For
the lowest concentration used, the observed signal-to-noise
ratio is 4 which implies a limit fluorophore detectable density
of 10 fluorophores/�m2. With a Cy3 labeling, only the fluo-
rescence spectral tail traverses our filter and the sensitivity is
degraded by a factor of about 30.

This is not the ultimate sensitivity of this detection
scheme. Using a lower fluorescence absorbing dye in the
filter, or combinations of filter layers with shifted absorption
edges �hence selective absorption of the first layer’s fluores-
cence background�, one should be able to diminish fluores-
cence background by two orders of magnitude. Another way
to get more signal and diminish background at a given exci-
tation intensity is to implement on the filter a distributed
Bragg reflector �DBR� structure centered at the excitation
wavelength with a low-index quarter wavelength layer on
top.12 In that case, due to the constructive interference, exci-
tation intensity can be improved by a factor of 4–6, which is
positively compounded by the diminished DBR-transmitted
excitation light, improving over the present situation by simi-
lar two orders of magnitude. The limit sensitivity can then
reach the single molecule level �one molecule over a single
10 �m2 pixel�, provided that the dark current of the imager
is small enough.

To get the generic impact of parameters on direct imag-
ing fluorescence systems, we carry a quantitative analysis,
taking as parameters the rejection ratio �which also includes
parasitic fluorescence light� and the fluorophore absorption
cross section � and its quantum yield �.

An excitation photon fluence �exc �J /m2� impinges on an
areal density C of fluorophores. If the photon collection ef-
ficiency by the collection optics is denoted �coll �taking into
account the responsivity of the pixel�, the useful collected
signal from a single molecule emitting Nemiss photons is

Ncoll = Nemiss�coll = �� �h	�exc�coll. �1�

For an areal concentration C and a pixel area S, the
photoelectron number per pixel is just CSNcoll. This signal
competes with insufficiently rejected excitation photons
whose signal is Nbck=S�exc/ �Rh	�, where R �
1� is the ex-
citation rejection ratio of the deposited filter: we use �coll
�1 for these photons as their flux is still directional, and we
include the internal efficiency at �exc ��0.5� in R. Common
commercial filters feature R�108.

Going to signal-to-noise ratio �SNR�, the noise associ-
ated with Nbck is a first detection limit. However, for the high
sensitivities, down to a few molecules detection, a conserva-
tive limit is rather Ncoll=Nbck.

Then, the limit condition for detection reads RC���coll
=1, corresponding to straight lines in Fig. 3 for various re-
jection ratios R in the C vs � plane �independent of S�. We

FIG. 2. �a� Schematics of the experiment: the same spots are measured
either with a filter on glass �where the filter was elaborated� by free-space
optics or imaged with the filter directly onto the same CCD chip; �b� image
by free-space optics �dark except at a pinhole�; �c� direct detection image;
��d� and �e�� respective line scans of �b� and �c� where indicated by the
dashed lines, showing a gain �signal to background� by a factor of �27.
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use �=0.3 to emphasize the importance of �coll and show
two graphs with �a� �coll=0.003, a typical value of a free-
space microarray reader �with a NA�0.25–0.30, the typical
space optics compatible with cm2-scale imaging, comparable
to our system�, and �b� �coll=0.3, the good value of Fig. 1
scheme �within the assumption of good laser blocking and
sufficient Stokes shift.�. The diagrams suggest that systems
with high rejection ratio, large absorption cross sections, and
high collection efficiencies can attain single molecule detec-
tion. To be more complete we have to consider also the de-
tector readout noise Ne, a characteristic of readout detectors.
We shall use here Ne�50 �typical of arrays at room tempera-
ture�. The overall detection limit can be taken as:

CminS
��

h	
�exc�coll � �SNR margin� � max�Nbck,Ne� , �2�

noting that a more detailed analysis is incorporated in the
factor �SNR margin� taken as unity in Fig. 3.

At this point, more excitation fluence can always beat
the imager noise. However, there is a limit to the number of
photons that a fluorophore can emit, due to bleaching, a com-
mon occurrence in the case of organic fluorophores such as
dyes. In a practical experiment, one restricts emission con-
servatively at 0.1% of the total photons emitted by a typical
dye before bleaching. Taking a typical number of emitted
photons before bleaching at 3�105, we get a value of
Nemiss=���exc/h	=300 and thus, in Eq. �2� a value of
CS�coll of 1 /6 �300/Ne with Ne�50� when the number of
photoelectrons equals the readout noise. This sets the detec-
tion limit at 1 /2 fluorophore per pixel, with �coll=0.3. The
regions of the plane marked as readout limited are beyond a
limit never reached in practice, unless the fluorophore has
extremely poor bleaching properties and the filter has re-
markably high rejection. Clearly, with these conservative es-

timates, single molecule detection is within reach. Help of
dielectric layers �that achieve laser blocking up to 107 in
good conditions� or chip cooling to reduce dark current are
the options for the highest sensitivity obtainment.

The calibrated experimental point is shown in Fig. 3�b�,
using QD’s cross section � from Ref. 13, pointing to the
validity of the analysis. Note that we selected standard val-
ues of parameters to carry out this analysis. Variants �exis-
tence of imager dark current, absorber fluorescence, etc.�
would not significantly alter the results.

In conclusion, we demonstrate that the integrated
microarray/filter/imager system has remarkable properties
provided that the rejection ratio and background fluorescence
of the filtering element are good enough. The sensitivity is
similar to that of the best confocal scanning systems �in the
tens of fluorophore per �m2 range�, while attaining remark-
able features in terms of compacity and cost thanks to the use
of standard imaging chips. In addition, improvements should
bring the sensitivity to the single molecule level. The advent
of integrated hybridization-readout systems in standard sili-
con technology helps incorporating more functions: the en-
tire control and communication system can be integrated,
with a standard interface �e.g., universal service bus� to a
computer. The biochip data, from fabrication to function
�built-in biological test, quality controls, and diagnostic soft-
ware�, provide stand-alone full-biochip operation. Other op-
portunities provided by Si technology are built-in electrodes
for the fabrication of probes or high-efficiency hybridization,
thanks to electrokinetic control of DNA or protein fragment
motion, or other desired lab-on-chip functions.
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FIG. 3. Performance limit of two configurations with �a� basic free-space
optics configuration �0.3% collection� and �b� on-CCD integrated configu-
ration �30% collection�, the bolder dotted lines indicate
1 molecule/10 �m2 pixel for the �b� configuration. The “readout limited”
region indicates limit detection for 300 fluorescence photons/molecule be-
fore 0.1% bleaching, a typical practical value. The measured rejection ratio
defines the detection limit line �in gray� in terms of fluorophore concentra-
tion vs cross section.
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